
 

 

 

ANCIENT CITIES 
Anuradhapura 
The sacred Sri Maha Bodhi, the oldest religiously 
authenti-cated tree in the world is the most 
venerated temple 
here.  The recorded 
history of this 
kingdom dates back 
to the 5th Century 
B.C.  The Buddhist 
temples remain, all 
these years, well 
preserved showing the devotion of the buddhists.   
 
Polonnaruwa 
A city that was developed in the 3rd Century B.C. 
became the most fascinating ruined city in Sri 
Lanka.  This wonderful city was destroyed by the 
invasion of the cholas.  The remains of this 
magnificent city which baffles many visitors speaks 
for itself the nature of 
the ancient people of 
our country. 
The remains of the 
seven storied palace 
of King Parakrama-
bahu, Audience Halls 

of Parakramabahu and 
Nissankamalla, the The 
Royal Bath, Watadage,  
The Stone Book, Sath 
Mahal Prasad, Nissanka 
Latha Mandapaye, 
Thuparama, Siva Linga 

Kovil, Pabulu Wehera,   Lankathilaka, Kiri Wehera, 
Gal Viharaya Lotus Pond, Thiwamka Pilimage are 
some of the sites that has 

made 
visitiors 

to come 
back 

over and 
over again.  The ruins of the ancient hospital where 
surgical instruments were unearthed during recent 

excavations, shows how advanced the people of Sri 
Lanka were 2000 years ago. 
Sigiriya 
Will it be declared the 8th 
Wonder of this world? A 
question asked by all 
visitors to this breathtaking 
citadel.  A palace built on a 
rock with an entrance through a gigantic lions 
mouth.  The parks, the paintings make you wonder if 

it is a world of its own.  
The world famous 
frescoes on the walls of 
this rock which has been 
exposed to all types of 
weather and yet 
magnificent makes one 
wonder about the 

knowledge and expertise of the ancient people of Sri 
Lanka. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Would you like to enjoy your holiday without the 
hazel of arranging hotels, arranging transport, 
wasting time for entrance tickets, looking for the 
correct way to go ect.?  Then let the specialists and 
experts do the job.  Just relax and enjoy your 
holiday. 
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Sri Lanka 

                                             
 
Sri Lanka a stunning unbelievable experience on the first 
visit and a place you want to come back over and over 
again and always something new to see and experience. 
A must at least once in your life. 
A blend of tropical splendour  

and a rich cultural heritage is 
known to the world as the 
"pearl" of the Indian Ocean. 
A  recorded history of over 
3000 years and the remains 
of ruined cities, large man 
made lakes of a great 

civilisation has fascinated all visitors. 
 
Its lustrous beauty stems from the lush green vegetation 
of the scenic hill country 
and low country pastures, 
tropical forests and 
fascinating wildlife sanc-
tuaries to architectural 
wonders, rock fortresses, 
ancient relics and 
colourful festivals which 
mirror its majestic past that still lives in the hearts of its 
people. 
 

Bordering this nature's 
paradise of 25000 sq. miles 
are the beautiful palms, 
shading sand washed beaches 
that watch fishermen in their 
sailboats silhouetted against a 

mackerel sky, lit in vibrant colours as the dawns in the 
east and the sun sets into the ocean on the west. 
 

Wish you long life 
 

The traditional greeting 
Of the Sri Lankans. 

 

ANDORA ENTERPRISES 
34/1 Old Kesbewa Road, Rattanapitiya, 

Boralesgamuwa. Sri lanka 
Phone:++94 11 2509608, ++94 11 5054750 

Fax:++94 11 5551425 
Email:andora@slt.lk 

http://www.andora-tours.net 


